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A STRONGLY APERIODIC SHIFT OF FINITE TYPE FOR THE
DISCRETE HEISENBERG GROUP
AYS¸E A. S¸AHI˙N, MICHAEL SCHRAUDNER, AND ILIE UGARCOVICI
Abstract. We explicitly construct a strongly aperiodic subshift of finite type
for the discrete Heisenberg group. Our example builds on the classical aperi-
odic tilings of the plane due to Raphael Robinson. Extending those tilings to
the Heisenberg group by exploiting the group’s structure and posing additional
local rules to prune out remaining periodic behavior we maintain a rich projec-
tive subdynamics on Z2 cosets. In addition the obtained subshift is an almost
1-to-1 extension of a strongly aperiodic, minimal sofic shift. As a consequence
of our construction we establish the undecidability of the emptiness as well as
the extension problem for shifts of finite type on the Heisenberg group.
1. Introduction
One of the fundamental differences between Zd symbolic dynamics for d “ 1 and
d ą 1 is the existence of strongly aperiodic shifts of finite type in two and more
dimensions. This leads to the undecidability of some very basic questions for higher
dimensional systems, like the emptiness or the extension problem, and explains the
strong influence of computability on the development of the subject. Since the
1970s there has been an increasing interest in extending the theory of symbolic
dynamics to more general group actions. In this broader context it is natural to
ask which finitely generated groups admit strongly aperiodic shifts of finite type,
and what topological dynamical properties such examples might exhibit.
Here we consider symbolic actions of the discrete Heisenberg group given by the
set of 3ˆ 3 upper-triangular unipotent integer matrices
H3pZq “
#˜
1 x z
0 1 y
0 0 1
¸
: x, y, z P Z
+
equipped with the usual matrix multiplication operation. This non-abelian nilpo-
tent linear group can also be seen as a semi-direct product Z2⋊AZ, where A “ p 1 01 1 q
induces an automorphism of Z2 leading to the group operation given by`
x, py, zq
˘
¨
`
a, pb, cq
˘
“
`
x` a,
`
py, zq `Axpb, cq
˘˘
“
`
x` a, py ` b, z ` c` xbq
˘
.
We provide an explicit construction of a strongly aperiodic shift of finite type
for H3pZq that is almost minimal. The main result in the paper is the following.
Theorem 1.1. The discrete Heisenberg group H3pZq admits a strongly aperiodic
shift of finite type which is an almost 1-to-1 extension of a strongly aperiodic and
minimal sofic system.
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We prove the theorem by providing a concrete construction of the shift of finite
type. We first show what tiles and local rules are sufficient to guarantee strong ape-
riodicity and then explain how to modify the construction to control the topological
dynamics. As a consequence of our explicit construction, we can show:
Corollary 1.2. Both the emptiness problem as well as the extension problem are
undecidable for shifts of finite type on H3pZq.
1.1. Z2 background on aperiodic shifts of finite type. The existence of a
strongly aperiodic shift of finite type was first established in the context of studying
tilings of the plane. Z2 shifts of finite type (SFTs) can be modeled by tiling spaces
obtained from tiling R2 by aligned unit squares with colored edges. The SFT’s
local rules can be translated into the condition to have colors match across tile
borders. The existence of a strongly aperiodic set – i.e. a set which tiles R2, but
only by producing strongly aperiodic configurations – of such edge-colored squares
for R2 is thus equivalent to the existence of a strongly aperiodic Z2-SFT. Wang’s
famous conjecture [25] dating from the 1960s claimed that whenever a collection of
edge-colored unit square tiles could tile the entire plane, then those tiles would also
allow for a periodic tiling, which in turn would imply decidability of the emptiness
problem asking whether a given finite collection of tiles will indeed tile the plane.
Berger [2] was the first to disprove this conjecture with a huge set of over 20,000
distinct tiles whereas subsequent authors have constructed examples using fewer
and fewer tiles. In this paper we use extensively the well-known Robinson tilings
constructed by Raphael Robinson in 1971 [24]. The most recent strongly aperiodic
Z2 examples are given by a set of 13 square tiles found by Kari and Culik [18,
9] in 1996 and by a preprint of Jeandel and Rao [16] establishing the minimal
cardinality for strongly aperiodic edge-colored square tile sets to be 11. We note
that Berger’s construction of a strongly aperiodic set of square tiles led to a proof of
the algorithmic undecidability of the emptiness problem for R2. As a consequence
there is also no general method to determine whether or not a given two dimensional
shift of finite type is non-empty and whether or not a locally admissible pattern on
a finite part of Z2 extends to an entire configuration. (See for example [23] for a
more in depth treatment of these ideas and corresponding results.)
1.2. Aperiodic shifts of finite type for general groups. Related work on
tilings for general groups basically comes in two flavors, considering either contin-
uous or (finitely generated) discrete groups. In the 1990s Block and Weinberger
studied weakly aperiodic tiling spaces1 for certain families of Lie groups [4], whereas
Mozes [21] constructed strongly aperiodic tile sets on symmetric spaces obtained
from some particular classes of semi-simple Lie groups. Later Goodman-Strauss
[13, 14] extensively studied strongly aperiodic tiling spaces on the hyperbolic plane
and Margenstern [20] proved the undecidability of the emptiness problem in this
context. Fusing techniques by Goodman-Strauss with properties of the planar
Kari-Culik tilings, in 2013 Aubrun and Kari [1] were able to produce a weakly ape-
riodic2 tile set (with local matching rules) for the class of solvable Baumslag-Solitar
groups, showing at the same time the undecidability of the emptiness problem for
SFTs on these two-generator, one-relator groups. There is a more recent body of
1A tiling space is weakly aperiodic if none of its tilings has a co-compact symmetry, which in
general is strictly less than allowing no symmetry whatsoever (i.e. the strongly aperiodic setting).
2The example by Aubrun and Kari from [1] is actually believed to be even strongly aperiodic.
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work addressing the same questions for shifts of finite type on other types of finitely
generated groups using tools from a variety of different areas.
The authors established, several years ago, the existence of a strongly aperiodic
SFT of H3pZq. That example is presented in this paper as the first step towards the
proof of Theorem 1.1. Since that initial announcement a number of related results
have been established using geometric group theory techniques. Carol and Penland
proved that admitting a strongly aperiodic shift of finite type is an invariant of
commensurability of groups [6]. Meanwhile Cohen showed that the existence of
such subshifts is also a quasi-isometry invariant and that strongly aperiodic shifts
of finite type can not exist in groups with two ends [8]. In later work with Goodman-
Strauss he nonetheless established the existence of strongly aperiodic shifts of finite
type on hyperbolic surface groups [5].
Most recently Barbieri and Sablik have shown the existence of strongly aperiodic
shifts of finite type on semi-direct product groups of the form Z2 ⋊ H , where H
needs to be a group with decidable word problem [3]. Their proof involves a non-
trivial extension of Hochman’s intricate work in [15] and subsumes the case of the
Heisenberg group, but without giving an explicit instance of such systems.
Our construction is significantly different and the difference in our approach, in
particular, allows us to control the topological dynamical properties of our example.
Our arguments rely on a subtle relationship between the combinatorial structure
of the Z2 subshift given by the Robinson tilings together with the geometry of the
Cayley graph of H3pZq. We explicitly describe both the alphabet and local rules
of the SFT, thus allowing us to completely understand several features (locally vs.
globally admissible patterns, projective subdynamics) of our construction. As we
show in Section 5 the Cayley graph of the discrete Heisenberg group can be viewed
as a countable union of Z2 cosets (drawn horizontally) which are connected by
slanted (vertical) edges. We prove that it is possible to fill every other Z2 coset
by a valid Robinson tiling while forcing additional local rules along the connecting
vertical edges in a consistent fashion that eliminates any kind of periodicity. The
idea of our approach is partly resembling work of Culik and Kari in [10] who con-
structed a strongly aperiodic Z3-SFT by extending their own strongly aperiodic Z2
tilings to the direct product Z3 » Z2 ˆ Z in a related way.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define subshifts and shifts
of finite type on finitely generated groups, briefly discuss relevant properties like
aperiodicity and minimality and recall the notion of Cayley graphs. Section 3
describes the Z2-SFT given by the Robinson tilings and a few technical properties of
this SFT essential to our construction. Section 4 recalls some basic facts about the
discrete Heisenberg group H3pZq. In Section 5 we present the principal construction
of a specific strongly aperiodic SFT on this group exploiting the geometry of its
Cayley graph as well as the rigidity of the Robinson SFT. Furthermore we comment
on its dynamical properties and conclude the undecidability of the emptiness and
the extension problem for H3pZq-SFTs. Section 6 slightly modifies our previous
construction to obtain an almost 1-to-1 SFT-extension of a particular minimal
sofic system on H3pZq.
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2. Subshifts on finitely generated groups
Assuming a basic familiarity with symbolic dynamics we use this section to
briefly recall a few key notions and set some notation to be utilized in what follows.
For additional background and more details we refer the reader to [7] and [19].
Let G be a finitely generated, (countably) infinite group and let A be a finite
(discrete) set, called the alphabet, whose elements are referred to as symbols. The
cartesian product AG – equipped with the prodiscrete topology – is the compact
metric space consisting of all functions ω : G Ñ A, called configurations. We use
the notation ω “ pωgqgPG P A
G where ωg :“ ωpgq denotes the symbol seen at a
particular element g P G. Similarly, for any finite subset F ( G, an element p P AF
which can be thought of as p : F Ñ A, i.e. the restriction of a configuration to a
finite support, is called a pattern of shape F . Again the notation p “ ppgqgPF P A
F
with pg :“ ppgq is used, while suppppq “ F denotes its support. We call p a
subpattern of another pattern q P AF
1
of (finite) shape F 1 ( G, respectively of
a configuration ω P AG, denoted by p Ď q, respectively p Ď ω if there exists an
element g P G such that F ¨g Ď F 1 and p “ q|F ¨g, respectively p “ ω|F ¨g. The
countable set of all patterns is defined as A˚ :“
Ť
F(G finiteA
F .
Since G acts on itself by translations we obtain a naturalG-action G
σ
y AG given
by homeomorphisms
 
σg :“ σpgq : AG Ñ AG
(
gPG
determined coordinate-wise as`
σgpωq
˘
h
:“ ωhg for all g, h P G. This symbolic G-action is known as the (right)
shift and the pair pAG, σq as the full G-shift over the alphabet A.
A subset of AG preserved under the G-action σ is said to be shift invariant. A
symbolic dynamical system for the group G and the alphabet A is then given by any
closed, thus compact, and shift invariant set Ω Ď AG together with the restriction
of the shift action of G to Ω. The pair pΩ, σ|Ωq is called a G-shift space or simply
a G-subshift. For notational convenience we refer to a shift space merely as Ω, or
when we want to emphasize the acting group, as pΩ, Gq.
It is easy to establish an equivalent – but more combinatorial – definition of G-
shift spaces. In fact any subshift pΩ, Gq over A is characterized by selecting an (at
most countable) family of finite patterns F Ď A˚ such that ω P AG is an element
of pΩ, Gq if and only if σgpωq|suppppq ‰ p for all g P G and p P F . To emphasize
the role of the chosen family of forbidden patterns F we introduce the notation
ΩF :“
 
ω P AG : @ p P F : p Ę ω
(
. Moreover we call pΩ, Gq a G-shift of finite type
(G-SFT), if it is possible to obtain Ω “ ΩF for some finite family F . The image of
a G-SFT under a (topological) factor map is called a sofic G-shift.
Adopting a complementary viewpoint, a pattern q P A˚ is locally admissible
in ΩF if none of its subpatterns is forbidden, i.e. @ p P F : p Ę q. Usually this
property is weaker than requiring the pattern q to be an actual subpattern of some
configuration ω P ΩF , which would make q a globally admissible pattern. Given
a set F , checking the local admissibility of a specific pattern is an easy (finite)
task. On the other hand its global admissibility, known as the extension problem, is
in general undecidable, even in the case of G-SFTs, for many groups G. Similarly
there is no universal decision procedure/algorithm for the emptiness problem asking
about the existence of any global configuration respecting all local constraints, i.e.
to determine, given a (finite) set F , whether or not ΩF “ H.
Both of these undecidability results are intimately related to the possibility of
constructing non-empty aperiodicG-SFTs. Let Ω be a (non-empty) G-subshift with
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ω P Ω. The G-orbit of ω is defined as the set of configurations tσgpωq : g P Gu Ď Ω,
whereas the stabilizer of ω is given as the subgroup
StabGpωq :“ tg P G : σ
gpωq “ ωu ď G
of all group elements fixing ω. We say ω is weakly periodic if |StabGpωq| “ 8,
whereas ω is called strongly periodic if its G-orbit is finite or equivalently if its
stabilizer is of finite index in G, i.e. |G : StabGpωq| ă 8. Accordingly the (non-
empty) subshift pΩ, Gq is called weakly aperiodic if none of its configurations are
strongly periodic, that is |G : StabGpωq| “ 8 for all ω P Ω, while it is called strongly
aperiodic if all its configurations ω P Ω have trivial stabilizer StabGpωq “ t1Gu, thus
excluding even any weakly periodic behavior. A finitely generated group G is said
to admit a strongly aperiodic SFT if there exists a strongly aperiodic G-SFT.
A G-subshift not containing any non-empty, proper, closed and shift-invariant
subset is referred to as minimal. Equivalently, every single G-orbit in a minimal
shift pΩ, Gq is dense. In the case of |Ω| “ 8 minimality excludes the existence of
strongly periodic (but not necessarily weakly periodic) configurations.
To finish this section we recall a tool from combinatorial group theory. Given a
finitely generated group G, its (left) Cayley graph with respect to a finite generating
set S Ď G zt1Gu is the connected, locally finite, S-labeled digraph ΓG,S “ pV,Eq
whose set of vertices is V “ G and whose set of (directed) edges E Ď V ˆV consists
of all pairs of the form pg, sgq for g P G and s P S. An edge e “ pg, sgq starts at
vertex ipeq “ g, terminates at vertex tpeq “ sg and carries the generator s as its
label. Note that there are exactly |S| edges starting respectively ending at each
given vertex g P G, making ΓG,S an |S|-regular digraph. We point out that the
prodiscrete topology on AG mentioned above is induced by the usual product-space
metric obtained from using the word metric on the S-Cayley graph (for an arbitrary
(finite) set of generators S), and that two configurations ω, ω1 P AG are considered
close if they agree on all group elements inside a large ball – measured by the word
metric – centered at the identity element 1G.
3. Robinson tilings of the plane
In this section we provide a brief review of the Robinson tilings introduced in
[24], while referring the reader to [17, 22, 23] and the references therein for any
details omitted in our exposition.
Following [24, §2 and §3], Robinson tilings are constructed using an alphabet
ARob of 56 square tiles obtained from rotating the 14 decorated tiles shown in
Figure 1 by multiples of 90 degrees. Following common nomenclature, we call
(rotations of) the leftmost tile in both rows of Figure 1 a cross, while we collectively
refer to (rotations of) the 12 non-cross tiles as arms. In a valid tiling copies of those
tiles are placed edge to edge filling the plane subject to the following Robinson rules:
(R1) Across every edge, shared by a pair of adjacent tiles, arrows of each type
(red and black) have to match head to tail.
(R2) The parity check digits (0, 1 or 2) on opposite sides of an edge segment,
shared by a pair of adjacent tiles, have to sum to 2.
Note that both rules are local, in fact nearest neighbor, and completely symmet-
ric with respect to the 4 cardinal directions (rows and columns) of Z2. The second
rule in particular is forcing parity check digits in any row or column to be either
constant (digit 1) or periodically alternating (between digits 0 and 2). Moreover,
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✲ ✲ ✲ ✲ ✲ ✲
✲ ✲ ✲ ✲ ✲ ✲
✛ ✛ ✛ ✛ ✛ ✛
✛ ✛ ✛ ✛ ✛ ✛
❄ ❄ ❄ ❄ ❄ ❄
❄ ❄ ❄ ❄ ❄ ❄
✲
✲
✛
✛
✻
✻
❄
❄
✻
✻
✲
✲
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
❄
✲
✲
✛
✛
✲
✲
✛
✛
✲
✲
✛
✛
0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1
1
1
0
0
2 22 2 2 2
2 22 2 2 2
0 00 0 0 0
0 00 0 0 0
1 1 1
0 0 0
1 1
0 0
1
0 0 0
0 0
2 2
2 2
0 0
1 1
Figure 1. The alphabet used in the Robinson tilings (displayed
tiles can still be rotated giving a total of 4 ¨ 14 “ 56 symbols).
Observe that in arm tiles the convergence point of red side arrow
segments is always located towards the tip of the main arrow.
since crosses – with their outward pointing arrows along all four edges – are not
allowed to be adjacent to each other (due to the first rule), those two types of
rows/columns again have to strictly alternate in each tiling. As a consequence the
rules guarantee the appearance of rotations of the cross (i.e. leftmost tile) in the
lower row of Figure 1 in an entire coset of 2Zˆ2Z, sometimes called the alternating
crosses constraint. Remaining locations in Z2 are filled by rotations of the other 13
tiles with additional crosses (rotated copies of the leftmost symbol on the top row
in Figure 1) appearing in a highly regular fashion.
Every element in the 2Z ˆ 2Z coset filled by the alternating crosses constraint
forms a corner of some 3 ˆ 3 square, bound together by a contour of red arrows,
whose central tile is forced to be another cross (a rotation of the leftmost tile in
the upper row of Figure 1), while the remaining 4 tiles along the square’s periphery
have to be arms. Four of those 3 ˆ 3 square patches are then grouped together,
again by a red square contour – connecting the centers of those four 3 ˆ 3 corner
patches – to form a 7 ˆ 7 square patch with another (arbitrarily oriented) single
cross in its center and arms emanating from there along the 4 cardinal directions all
the way to the square’s border. Figure 2 shows (examples of) such square patches.
By induction on i P N it can be shown that inside every valid Z2-Robinson
tiling there exist correctly tiled p2i`1 ´ 1q ˆ p2i`1 ´ 1q square patches – usually
called level-i supertiles – containing cross tiles at precisely the sites in the set
Ci :“
Ťi
j“0
`
t2jp2k ` 1q ´ 2i : 0 ď k ă 2i´ju ˆ t2jp2k ` 1q ´ 2i : 0 ď k ă 2i´ju
˘
Ď r´2i ` 1, 2i ´ 1s2. Note that again every level-i supertile forms part of some
level-pi` 1q supertile, forcing a hierarchy of bigger and bigger interlinked squares.
We point out that even though the Robinson tilings are defined by rules governing
pairs of adjacent tiles, these local constraints impose a rigid and global hierarchical
structure. In particular, the nearest neighbor rules generate supertiles of arbitrarily
high levels and at the same time force an extremely regular appearance of underlying
cross tiles. The location and orientation of crosses, in turn, completely determine
the mutual arrangement of supertiles. As can be seen in Figure 3, showing part of
a typical Robinson tiling, this forces an immense rigidity which is indeed the key
ingredient in proving the strong aperiodicity of all such tilings. This structure will
also play an important role in our construction in Sections 5 and 6.
Hereinafter we denote by ΩRob Ď ARob
Z2 the set of all valid Z2-Robinson tilings.
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✻ ✻
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´1 0 1
´1
0
1
´3 ´2 ´1 0 1 2 3
´3
´2
´1
0
1
2
3
Figure 2. Supertiles of level 1 and 2 (parity check digits sup-
pressed). Note that (black) arrows are pushing outward along the
entire border of a supertile, thus forcing all neighboring tiles to be
arms. Additionally, along a supertile’s periphery exactly two red
arrows appear in the middle of two adjacent sides reverberating
the orientation of its central cross.
Figure 3. The hierarchical structure in the Robinson tilings
(black arrows and parity check digits suppressed for visibility).
4. Basic properties of the Heisenberg group
In what follows we denote by H3pZq » Z
2 ⋊A Z the discrete Heisenberg group,
given as a semi-direct product induced by the matrix A “ p 1 01 1 q P GL2pZq. H3pZq
is a 2-generator finitely presented, single-ended, non-abelian, nilpotent linear group
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with polynomial growth of order 4 (for details see [11]). Its binary operation takes
the form`
x, py, zq
˘
¨
`
a, pb, cq
˘
“
`
x` a,
`
py, zq `Axpb, cq
˘˘
“
`
x` a, py ` b, z ` c` xbq
˘
corresponding to usual matrix multiplication in H3pZq’s standard representation
via upper triangular matrices, i.e. where an arbitrary element px, py, zqq is seen as
the unipotent integer matrix
´
1 x z
0 1 y
0 0 1
¯
for x, y, z P Z.
We define three particular elements:
x “ p1, p0, 0qq , y “ p0, p1, 0qq , z “ p0, p0, 1qq
whose inverses are then given as x´1 “ p´1, p0, 0qq, y´1 “ p0, p´1, 0qq and z´1 “
p0, p0,´1qq. A general element px, py, zqq P H3pZq can be obtained as the product
zzyyxx “ px, py, zqq. Hence we may fix S “ tx, y, zu as our set of generators for
H3pZq. Since z “ xyx
´1y´1, the elements x and y are sufficient to generate H3pZq
and in fact yield the presentation
H3pZq “ xx, y | y
´1xyx´1 “ xyx´1y´1 “ yx´1y´1xy .
For convenience we include the element z as an additional (third) generator, result-
ing in the more commonly used presentation
H3pZq “ xx, y, z | xyx
´1y´1 “ z, xz “ zx, yz “ zyy .
Note in addition that z generates the center of H3pZq, which is isomorphic to an
infinite cyclic group. The subgroups xx, zy , xy, zy E H3pZq are normal and isomor-
phic to Z2, whereas the two infinite cyclic subgroups xxy and xyy are not normal in
H3pZq.
Figure 4 shows the S-labeled left Cayley graph of H3pZq. Here – and in all
its visualizations in the remainder of this article – we view xy, zy-cosets of H3pZq
as horizontal lattices isomorphic to Z2, which are then connected through vertical
(upward-pointing) edges representing the generator x. Due to being a semi-direct
product induced by the matrix A “ p 1 01 1 q, the slope of those vertical edges depends
only on the y-value of the vertices connected by them.
5. Constructing a strongly aperiodic H3pZq-SFT
To construct our strongly aperiodic example pΩ,H3pZqq, we first specify its al-
phabet A. Next we define several sets of local rules governing how symbols can
be placed on the vertices of the S-Cayley graph forming valid configurations. Af-
ter this step we show that the resulting H3pZq-SFT Ω ( A
H3pZq has quite a rigid
structure. We describe its Z2-projective subdynamics, and show that it is strongly
aperiodic.
5.1. The first step of the construction: establishing weak aperiodicity.
Let ARob be the set of 56 Robinson tiles as depicted in Figure 1. Symbols from
this alphabet will be used to fill every other xy, zy-coset of H3pZq, to set up the
same rigid hierarchical structure of crosses appearing in level-i supertiles (i P N) as
seen in the original Z2-Robinson tilings. Remaining xy, zy-cosets will then be filled
with symbols from a disjoint alphabet ACount actually consisting of pairs from
two disjoint sets. Denote by ABin :“ t0, 1,0,1u a binary alphabet containing two
distinct versions of the digits 0 and 1 and let ASeg be an alphabet consisting of 4
unit square tiles as shown in Figure 5. The square on the left is called a blank tile.
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(-1,(-2,-1))
(-1,(-2,0))
(-1,(-2,1))
(-1,(-2,2))
(0,(-2,-1))
(0,(-2,0))
(0,(-2,1))
(0,(-2,2))
(1,(-2,-1))
(1,(-2,0))
(1,(-2,1))
(1,(-2,2))
(2,(-2,-1))
(2,(-2,0))
(2,(-2,1))
(2,(-2,2))
(-1,(-1,-1))
(-1,(-1,0))
(-1,(-1,1))
(-1,(-1,2))
(0,(-1,-1))
(0,(-1,0))
(0,(-1,1))
(0,(-1,2))
(1,(-1,-1))
(1,(-1,0))
(1,(-1,1))
(1,(-1,2))
(2,(-1,-1))
(2,(-1,0))
(2,(-1,1))
(2,(-1,2))
(-1,(0,-1))
(-1,(0,0))
(-1,(0,1))
(-1,(0,2))
(0,(0,-1))
(0,(0,0))
(0,(0,1))
(0,(0,2))
(1,(0,-1))
(1,(0,0))
(1,(0,1))
(1,(0,2))
(2,(0,-1))
(2,(0,0))
(2,(0,1))
(2,(0,2))
(-1,(1,-1))
(-1,(1,0))
(-1,(1,1))
(-1,(1,2))
(0,(1,-1))
(0,(1,0))
(0,(1,1))
(0,(1,2))
(1,(1,-1))
(1,(1,0))
(1,(1,1))
(1,(1,2))
(2,(1,-1))
(2,(1,0))
(2,(1,1))
(2,(1,2))
(-1,(2,-1))
(-1,(2,0))
(-1,(2,1))
(-1,(2,2))
(0,(2,-1))
(0,(2,0))
(0,(2,1))
(0,(2,2))
(1,(2,-1))
(1,(2,0))
(1,(2,1))
(1,(2,2))
(2,(2,-1))
(2,(2,0))
(2,(2,1))
(2,(2,2))
Figure 4. The S-labeled left Cayley graph of the discrete Heisen-
berg group where dotted, dashed, and solid edges correspond to
generators x, y and z respectively.
Moreover we refer to the northwest-southeast pointing black line in the second and
fourth tile as the diagonal, and the vertical line in the third and fourth tiles as the
forward line segment. Forming the Cartesian product of those two alphabet sets we
obtain the 16 element set ACount :“ ABinˆASeg, called the counter-alphabet, whose
symbols are thus ordered pairs pb, sq with b P ABin and s P ASeg. One may think of
the second component s as being a decoration superimposed on top of the binary
digit b giving it the option to send additional signals throughout the configuration
(propagating black lines). In the final step of our construction local constraints on
these symbols will be used to implement a family of synchronized binary counters
that destroy all periodicity left in the previous steps. The alphabet of our H3pZq-
SFT Ω is thus the disjoint union A :“ ARob\ACount and every configuration in Ω
can be seen as a function from H3pZq to the finite alphabet set A avoiding certain
patterns.
Figure 5. The alphabet ASeg containing four square tiles with
different combinations of up to two black line segments.
We continue by specifying the first set of local rules. These will be nearest
neighbor rules determining which symbols can be adjacent within a xy, zy-coset of
H3pZq. For every configuration ω P Ω, if an element h P H3pZq is filled with a symbol
ωphq P ARob, then both elements yh and zh have to be filled with symbols from
ARob as well. Similarly, if ωphq is a symbol from ACount again both its neighboring
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symbols ωpyhq and ωpzhq have to be in ACount. Those two rules force each single
xy, zy-coset to be entirely filled with symbols of either ARob or ACount.
Since the two infinite order elements y and z commute, the subgroup xy, zy ď
H3pZq generated by them is isomorphic to Z
2 and hence we may identify every xy, zy-
coset xy, zy xx “
 
px, py, zqq P H3pZq : y, z P Z
(
(for x P Z fixed) with a copy of Z2
where the direction of y (assumed to point to the right) generates horizontal rows
and the direction of z (pointing forward) generates horizontal columns. The next
set of nearest neighbor rules affects symbols from ARob as follows: Suppose element
h P H3pZq is filled with a Robinson tile ωphq P ARob. The symbol ωpyhq P ARob
seen at coordinate yh – still in the same xy, zy-coset – then has to be a Robinson
tile which is allowed to be horizontally adjacent to ωphq sitting on its left. Similarly
the symbol ωpzhq P ARob seen at coordinate zh – again in the same xy, zy-coset – is
forced to be a Robinson tile which is allowed to sit directly above ωphq in a valid
Z2-Robinson tiling. Overall those rules imply that the configuration seen on any
xy, zy-coset filled with symbols from ARob is in fact a valid Z
2-Robinson tiling.
The subsequent set of local rules induces further constraints on xy, zy-cosets
filled with symbols from ACount. Suppose element h P H3pZq is filled with a symbol
ωphq “ pbh, shq P ACount, whose second component sh P ASeg has a diagonal
segment. In this case, both symbols ωpzy´1hq “ pbzy´1h, szy´1hq P ACount and
ωpz´1yhq “ pbz´1yh, sz´1yhq P ACount have to continue this diagonal line, so that
their second component’s tile – szy´1h and sz´1yh respectively – again has to have a
black diagonal segment connecting upper-left and lower-right corners. Analogously
for the forward segment, i.e. sh P ASeg with a black forward segment connecting
its top to its bottom edge forces the existence of forward line segments in the tiles
seen in the second component of both symbols ωpzhq P ACount and ωpz
´1hq P
ACount. Hence the presence of a single symbol from ASeg with a diagonal/forward
segment forces the continuation of the corresponding diagonal/forward line across
all diagonally/forward adjacent symbols within the xy, zy-coset. The purpose of
those lines is to synchronize information in the final step of our construction and
we will come back to the consequences of this segments have to continue rule later.
For now, let us continue by explaining some of the nearest neighbor constraints
we need to impose along the x-direction. Since we want configurations in adjacent
xy, zy-cosets to alternate between Robinson tilings and certain configurations from
the counter-alphabet ACount we simply enforce the following. If for any h P H3pZq,
ωphq P ARob is a Robinson tile, then ωpxhq P ACount has to be a counter-symbol,
while conversely ωphq P ACount implies ωpxhq P ARob.
The final constraints in this first step of our construction are local rules forcing
the propagation of crosses along direction x: Assume that the symbol ωphq seen at
h P H3pZq is a Robinson tile, i.e. ωphq P ARob. If it is a cross tile, the first component
of the counter-symbols placed at xh as well as at x´1h has to be one of the bold-
face digits 0 or 1, whereas if the symbol ωphq is a non-cross Robinson tile, first
components in both those counter-symbols have to be the non-bold-face version of
a digit 0 or 1. Symmetrically, seeing a counter-symbol with its first component 0 or
1 at position h P H3pZq forces arbitrarily oriented crosses at locations xh and x
´1h,
while a counter-symbol ωphq “ pbh, shq P ACount with bh P t0, 1u is only allowed in
combination with ωpxhq and ωpx´1hq both being non-cross Robinson tiles. Hence
bold-face digits in the first component of counter-alphabet symbols are basically
used to connect locations with crosses, while non-bold-face digits transport across
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the information about sites containing non-cross Robinson symbols sitting adjacent
in the x-direction in neighboring xy, zy-cosets.
While understanding the effects of all previous local rules is rather straight-
forward, here it is definitely time to pause for a moment and check that this last
set of constraints does not render our construction void by making it infeasible
to fill the entire Heisenberg group with symbols without violating those rules. To
produce valid configurations in our H3pZq-SFT Ω we have to show the a priori not
obvious fact that a sequence of valid Z2-Robinson tilings can be chosen for every
other xy, zy-coset, so that crosses do align exactly in the described fashion. This
argument is the content of the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1. There are families of regular Z2-Robinson tilings indexed by Z, which
can be used to tile every other xy, zy-coset, allowing us to fill in the remaining sites
of H3pZq with symbols from the counter-alphabet ACount and respecting all local
rules specified so far.
Proof. Simply note that there is a Z2-Robinson tiling ρ P pΩRob,Z
2q which has its
level-i supertiles (i P N arbitrary) centered at coordinates
p2i ` 2i`1Zq ˆ p2i ` 2i`1Zq ( Z2
and thus sees crosses at exactly the coordinates in
C “ lim
iÑ8
Ci “ tp0, 0qu Y
ď
iPN
`
p2i´1 ` 2iZq ˆ p2i´1 ` 2iZq
˘
( Z2 .
For each x P 2Z, place a copy of the tiling ρ into the xy, zy-coset xy, zy xx, i.e. let
ω
`
px, py, zqq
˘
:“ ρpy, zq. Next define a set of locations for bold-face digits
B :“ tp0, 0qu Y
ď
iPN
`
p2i´1 ` 2iZq ˆ 2iZ
˘
( Z2
and for every x P 2Z` 1 extend ω to the remaining xy, zy-cosets xy, zy xx by filling
in symbols from ACount as follows:
ω
`
px, py, zqq
˘
:“
#`
0,
˘
iff py, zq P B`
0,
˘
iff py, zq R B
.
It is now straightforward to check that this gives a H3pZq-configuration ω P A
H3pZq
respecting all rules specified so far. Note that for each x P 2Z multiplication by the
generator x on the right transforms the set of crosses into the set of bold-face digits,
i.e. x ¨
 
px, py, zqq : py, zq P C
(
“
 
px ` 1, py, zqq : py, zq P B
(
while for x P 2Z` 1
the same multiplication transforms the set of bold-face digits back into the set of
crosses, namely, x ¨
 
px, py, zqq : py, zq P B
(
“
 
px` 1, py, zqq : py, zq P C
(
. 
Lemma 5.1 shows that the constraints defined so far do not preclude the existence
of weakly periodic behavior. In fact the particular configuration ω constructed in
the proof has the property that xx2y ď StabH3pZqpωq.
Before pursuing the construction of our H3pZq-SFT Ω we point out that the rudi-
mentary system defined above already allows us to prove Corollary 1.2 establishing
the undecidability of the extension and emptiness problem for H3pZq-SFTs:
Proof of Corollary 1.2. By construction, every valid configuration of the H3pZq-
SFT described above has to see a Robinson tiling inside every other xy, zy-coset.
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Exploiting the nested squares formed by red arrows in those tilings as an infra-
structure we may then use supplementary symbol decorations and additional local
rules to embed arbitrary Turing machine computations following the same tech-
niques as in [24, §7]. For the sake of shortness we are not going through the entire
construction, but merely recall the key ideas from Robinson’s original work.
First let us select only the red square contours binding together the quadrants
of supertiles of even level, which is usually done by a slight modification of ARob
using two distinct shades of red arrows to alternately color intersecting contours of
supertiles of contiguous level. Those contours of size 22i`1 (i P N) form a hierarchy
of non-intersecting nested squares, smaller ones being completely contained inside
bigger ones. The region enclosed by the square contour of a level-2i supertile but
lying outside all contours of smaller (even) level contained within is referred to as
a board of level 2i. Each such board contains 2i ` 1 so called unobstructed rows
(unobstructed columns) which run uninterruptedly across its entire width (height)
without intersecting any of the smaller contours nested inside. Further symbol
decorations and local rules allow us to enforce the presence of additional horizontal
resp. vertical line segments emanating outward from each vertical resp. horizontal
segment of a contour of even level. Those lines, continuing until hitting the next
red contour, then cover the entire board, except for the p2i`1q2 unobstructed sites
located at the intersections of an unobstructed row with an unobstructed column.
Now a second layer of tiles can be superimposed on this decorated Robinson
tiling using boards of level 2i to simulate the first 2i ` 1 steps of the computation
of an arbitrary Turing machine (TM). Here the initial configuration of the Turing
machine is coded in the unobstructed bottom row of each board, placing symbols
representing the content of the 2i ` 1 leftmost cells of the TM’s tape in the non-
contiguous 2i`1 unobstructed sites while using local rules to transmit information
unchanged across horizontal corridors in between those symbols. Similar rules also
transfer information from one unobstructed row – through vertical corridors – to
the next unobstructed row above, whose unobstructed sites then contain symbols
representing the 2i ` 1 leftmost cells of the TM’s next tape configuration, thus
simulating, in a horizontally as well as vertically fragmented fashion, a total of
2i ` 1 consecutive computation-steps inside a level-2i board.
Since there is no bound on the board size, there is also no bound on the length
of the (finite) TM run coded within. A straight-forward reduction from the halting
problem then gives the desired undecidability result: There is a valid way of filling
arbitrarily large boards, i.e. extending a locally admissible pattern into a globally
admissible configuration on the entire xy, zy-coset, if and only if the simulated TM
does not halt. 
5.2. Alignment of supertiles in the z direction. In this subsection we show
that the propagation of crosses constraint imposes some additional rigidity on the
Z2-Robinson tilings which can be seen in our construction.
Lemma 5.2. In each xy, zy-coset filled with symbols from the Robinson alphabet
ARob, the local rules specified so far force level-i supertiles (for all i P N) to be fully
aligned along the z-direction.
Proof. Let us fix a xy, zy-coset, say xy, zy xx ( H3pZq for some x P Z, containing sym-
bols from ARob. The Robinson rules force the existence of some level-1 supertile,
i.e. a 3 ˆ 3 square patch bound together by a contour of red arrows with crosses
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at its center as well as its 4 corners and arms in the remaining 4 tiles along its
border. Assume this level-1 supertile is centered on coordinate px, py, zqq P H3pZq
(y, z P Z). The alternating crosses constraint then implies that the entire subcoset
xy2, z2y zz´1yy´1xx is filled with cross tiles all of which are corners of level-1 super-
tiles. Now the propagation of crosses along the x-direction guarantees the presence
of cross tiles in all of xx2, y2, z2y zz´1yy´1xx. Moreover it also allows us to deduce
the position of the level-1 supertiles adjacent (along the z-direction) to the one
centered on px, py, zqq as follows.
The cross tile at px, py ´ 1, z ´ 3qq can only be the corner of a level-1 supertile
with center either at px, py ´ 2, z ´ 4qq or at px, py, z ´ 4qq. (Having its center at
px, py´ 2, z´ 2qq or at px, py, z´ 2qq is impossible due to the ordinary Z2-Robinson
rules, because this would force the cross tile at px, py ´ 1, z ´ 1qq to be part of two
distinct level-1 supertiles.) Since the central position of a supertile is always filled
with a cross, the first case would see cross tiles at both coordinates px, py, zqq, the
center of the level-1 supertile we started with, and px, py ´ 2, z ´ 4qq. However
these crosses would need to propagate along the x-direction, enforcing cross tiles at
px ´ 2, py, z ´ 2yqq and px ´ 2, py ´ 2, z ´ 4 ´ 2py ´ 2qqq “ px ´ 2, py ´ 2, z ´ 2yqq.
As noted before, the entire set xx2, y2, z2y zz´1yy´1xx contains cross tiles and thus
there would be crosses at px´2, py´1, z´1´2yqq and px´2, py´1, z`1´2yqq as
well. Clearly this leaves no valid possibility to fill coordinate px´ 2, py´ 1, z´ 2yqq
with a Robinson symbol. Hence the level-1 supertile containing px, py´1, z´3qq as
one of its corners has to be centered on px, py, z´ 4qq and is therefore aligned along
the z-direction with the one centered on px, py, zqq. A symmetric argument shows
that the level-1 supertile containing coordinate px, py´1, z`3qq has to be centered
at px, py, z`4qq. This local alignment then propagates across the entire z-direction,
enforcing one level-1 supertile centered at each coordinate in xz4y zzyyxx.
Proceeding by induction on the level of supertiles we establish the general result
using a similar reasoning: A level-pi` 1q supertile centered on px, py, zqq contains 4
level-i supertiles centered on px, py ˘ 2i, z ˘ 2iqq. Due to the induction hypothesis
those give rise to two infinite families of aligned level-i supertiles respectively cen-
tered on xz2
i`1
y zz´2
i
yy˘2
i
xx, which in turn have to group together to form more
level-pi` 1q supertiles. Again there are only two possibilities for the center coordi-
nate of the one containing the level-i supertile centered on px, py ´ 2i, z ´ 3 ¨ 2iqq,
namely px, py ´ 2i`1, z ´ 2i`2qq or px, py, z ´ 2i`2qq. However having cross tiles
at px, py ´ 2i`1, z ´ 2i`2qq and px, py, zqq implies by the propagation constraint
additional crosses at`
x´ 2, py ´ 2i`1, z ´ 2i`2 ´ 2py ´ 2i`1qq
˘
“
`
x´ 2, py ´ 2i`1, z ´ 2yq
˘
and at px ´ 2, py, z ´ 2yqq which still is not compatible with the presence of cross
tiles already fixed by the alignment of level-i supertiles. Note that the family of
aligned level-i supertiles centered at xz2
i`1
y zz´2
i
yy´2
i
xx mentioned above enforces
level-i supertiles centered on xz2
i`1
y zz´2y´2
i
yy´2
i
xx´2, making it impossible to fill
the y-segment  
px´ 2, py ´ 2i`1 ` k, z ´ 2yqq : 1 ď k ă 2i`1
(
with symbols from ARob without violating any Robinson rules. Therefore we are
once more left with the option of having aligned level-pi ` 1q supertiles centered
at px, py, zqq and px, py, z ´ 2i`2qq (and following a symmetric argument also at
px, py, zqq and px, py, z ` 2i`2qq). 
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Let ω P AH3pZq be a configuration satisfying all previous constraints. As a direct
consequence of Lemma 5.2, all z-columns
xzy yyxx “ tpx, py, zqq P H3pZq : z P Zu px, y P Zq
containing Robinson symbols have to see crosses spaced periodically at distance 2i
for a uniquely determined i P N Y t8u. (Here i P N guarantees the existence of
z P Z such that tz P Z : ωpx,py,zqq is a cross tileu “ z ` 2
iZ, while i “ 8 means
that
ˇˇ
tz P Z : ωpx,py,zqq is a cross tileu
ˇˇ
ď 1.) Moreover the propagation of crosses
rule assures that the value i only depends on the value of y and is kept constant
across an entire xx, zy-coset in ω.
5.3. Pruning out weakly-periodic behavior: introducing counters. Having
established the existence of valid configurations in Lemma 5.1 we now focus our
attention on pruning out periodic behavior. To this end we impose a few additional
local rules on sites filled with symbols from ACount, forcing collaboration between
corresponding xy, zy-cosets to form binary counters of arbitrarily large sizes which
will run in a heavily synchronized way.
Fixing a value y P Z observe the global structure of the configuration seen in the
xx, zy-coset
xx, zy yy “ tpx, py, zqq P H3pZq : x, z P Zu .
Since generators x and z commute and are of infinite order, we might again think
of such a coset as an isomorphic copy of Z2. Forgetting about the slant in the
x-direction shown in the S-Cayley graph in Figure 4 for now we refer to z as
being horizontal, pointing to the right and x as vertical, pointing upward. The
cross-propagating x-columns seen in the restriction ω|xx,zy yy of a configuration ω P
AH3pZq obeying all previous rules necessarily partition xx, zy yy into infinite vertical
(slanted) strips whose uniform horizontal width 2i (i P N Y t8u) is given by the
periodic occurrences of crosses in aligned Robinson supertiles. Within each such
strip we will run a binary counter whose current value, represented by symbols
from the counter-alphabet ACount, is stored in the z-row segment confined between
two successive cross-propagating x-columns and increases by 1 when going up two
layers (to the next ACount-filled z-row). Strips of finite width 2
i obviously limit
the range of their binary counter, which after reaching its maximal value 22
i
´ 1
simply overflows, triggering a restart at value 0. Figure 6 shows part of a valid con-
figuration on xx, zy yy with counters of width 22 “ 4. Note that cross-propagating
x-columns in distinct xx, zy-cosets come from the central crosses of different level
supertiles and are thus spaced at different periods 2i. Since supertiles of arbitrarily
high level appear in every Robinson tiling there is no upper bound on the width of
the strips seen in a valid configuration ω P Ω and thus also no global upper bound
on the maximal counter value, i.e. the number of steps it takes some counters to
periodically repeat.
The actual construction of binary counters using only local rules is a bit technical,
but well-known for Z2-SFTs or even Z-cellular automata. Here we just provide
a short description of the necessary constraints, while encouraging the reader to
check that those rules indeed implement the counters we need. First, the presence
of a cross-propagating x-column to the right should trigger addition of 1 on the
counter’s least significant bit, i.e. the first component of the counter-symbol sitting
immediately to the left of the x-column containing crosses has to change its value
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1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0
1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1
0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
Figure 6. Binary counters of width 4 as seen in an xx, zy-coset.
(A counter’s most significant bit, distinguished as a bold-face digit,
is always stored in a cross-propagating x-column, whereas its least
significant bit is stored immediately to the left of the contiguous
cross-propagating x-column to the right.) Width 4 counters over-
flowing on level 6 from the bottom, trigger diagonal segments on
their most significant bits as well as forward segments across the
entire counter. Width 2 counters (on neighboring xx, zy-cosets)
overflowing on levels 2, 6, 10 and 14 trigger additional diagonal
lines passing through the shown coset on those rows.
in every counter step. Consequently, seeing symbols ωphq “ pbh, shq P ACount
with bh P t0, 1u and ωpzhq “ pbzh, szhq P ACount with bzh P t0,1u around some
site h P H3pZq, symbol ωpx
2hq “ pbx2h, sx2hq P ACount is only allowed to have
its first component bx2h ‰ bh. Note that since counter-symbol and Robinson-
tile cosets alternate, the next value of the counter is stored two z-rows above,
therefore compelling a vertical offset by x2 instead of just x. Addition of bits
then has to be executed locally proceeding left, across the entire counter strip,
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moving a possible carry along until reaching the next cross-propagating x-column
(containing the counter’s most significant bit). Looking at a particular site h P
H3pZq with z-neighboring symbol ωpzhq “ pbzh, szhq P ACount such that bzh P t0, 1u,
this procedure is taken care of by allowing only certain combinations of symbols
from ABin to appear in the first components bg of sites g P th, zh, x
2h, x2zhu (also
occupied by symbols fromACount). The list of 16 allowed locally admissible patterns
is shown in Figure 7.
bx2h bx2zh
bh bzh
P
#
0 0
0 0
,
0 1
0 0
,
1 0
1 0
,
1 1
1 0
,
0 1
0 1
,
1 0
0 1
,
0 0
1 1
,
1 1
1 1
,
0 0
0 0
,
0 1
0 0
,
1 0
1 0
,
1 1
1 0
,
0 1
0 1
,
1 0
0 1
,
0 0
1 1
,
1 1
1 1
+
.
Figure 7. Whenever site zh P H3pZq contains a counter symbol
pbzh, szhq P ACount with bzh P t0, 1u, we allow exactly 16 locally
admissible ways to assign binary symbols to surrounding sites h,
x2h and x2zh.
Remark 5.3. For reasons that will become relevant in Section 6 we have to com-
ment on the evolution of infinite width binary counters, which – according to the
hierarchical structure of an arbitrary Robinson tiling – may exist in at most one
xx, zy-coset. Such an exceptional coset either contains a single cross-propagating
x-column, dividing it into two “halfplanes” each of which is filled by one of two sep-
arate infinite width counters or – in the absence of any cross-propagating x-column
– the entire xx, zy-coset is occupied by a single infinite width binary counter.
In the former case the counter running in the left halfplane still has a least
significant bit (located immediately to the left of the cross-propagating x-column).
Hence this counter evolves as deterministically as any of its finite width cousins.
The absence of a least significant bit for the counter running in the other halfplane,
as well as for the unique infinite width counter in the latter case, however, allows
for a choice of whether and on which (unique) z-row the counter value increases.
This causes those counters to follow a rather different, partially non-deterministic
behavior explained in the following lemma.
Lemma 5.4. An infinite width binary counter with a least significant bit increases
its value in each step – exactly as a finite width counter – leading to at most one
total overflow.
The value of an infinite width binary counter without a least significant bit stays
unchanged across its entire xx, zy-coset, unless there is a single increase produced by
a partial or total overflow at a unique but arbitrary (i.e. non-deterministic) position
in its evolution.
Proof. The first statement is a direct consequence of the local rule forcing a binary
counter’s least significant bit to periodically change between 0 and 1, which then
triggers the usual counting including periodic partial overflows on arbitrarily long
finite suffixes.
For the second part we have to analyze the effect of a couple of local patterns
possibly seen in ω P Ω on the infinite counter’s coset xx, zy yy (y P Z): Suppose
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there is an ACount-filled site h P xx, zy y
y with ωphq1 P t0,0u but ωpx
2hq1 P t1,1u,
signalling an increasing digit at h. The locally admissible patterns shown in Figure 7
then force ωpz´khq “ ωpz´kx2hq (until z1´kh hits the infinite counter’s possibly
existing most significant bit) as well as ωpzkhq “ 1 and ωpzkx2hq “ 0 for all k P N.
As a secondary effect the same local rules then imply ωpzkx2`2lhq “ ωpzkx2hq and
ωpzkx´2lhq “ ωpzkhq for all l P N and all k P Z such that site zkh is part of the
counter. Hence the counter is stuck on the same value on all z-rows xzy x2´2lh below,
experiences a single (infinite) partial overflow between z-rows xzy h and xzy x2h,
before staying on its newly reached value for all z-rows xzy x2lh above.
Let us assume next that the above does not happen. The counter might still
contain a local pattern with ωphq1 “ 1 and ωpx
2hq1 “ 0, i.e. a decreasing bit, at
some of its ACount-filled sites h P xx, zy y
y. This however is only possible if the
counter experiences a total overflow, forcing all its digits in z-rows xzy x2´2lh to be
1 and all its digits in z-rows xzy x2lh to be 0 (for l P N). Therefore the counter is
at its highest value (all 1 digits) in all z-rows below and stays on the value zero for
all z-rows above this unique total overflow.
In the absence of both such local patterns we have ωphq1 “ ωpx
2hq1 on all
counter sites h P xx, zy yy, i.e. all digits stay unchanged forever, trivially concluding
the argument. 
Once having set up those binary counters, the final task in our construction is
to synchronize all counters having the same finite width 2i (i P N). This is done by
controlling the xy, zy-cosets in which those counters may overflow using superim-
posed diagonal lines to communicate such an event across a Robinson tiling’s entire
net of level-i supertiles. After implementing all previous parts, there is a surpris-
ingly simple solution to this, involving one last local rule: Suppose site h P H3pZq
is filled with a counter-symbol ωphq “ pbh, shq P ACount having bh P t0,1u,
thus marking a cross-propagating x-column. Consider its next-to-nearest neigh-
bor ωpx2hq “ pbx2h, sx2hq P ACount, which then necessarily has bx2h P t0,1u as
well, to see whether or not the counter experiences a total overflow. If bh “ 1 and
bx2h “ 0 this is the case (the most significant bit decreases) and we require sh “
to be the ASeg-tile containing both the diagonal as well as the forward segment,
whereas in the remaining cases – either the combination bh “ bx2h “ 1 or bh “ 0 –
the symbol sh P ASeg is forced to be the blank tile not containing any line segments.
We point out that this final rule in fact excludes five of the 8 ACount-symbols
having a bold-face binary digit as its first component. Additionally we can remove
from our initially defined alphabet the two ACount-symbols combining a 0 in its first
component with a tile including a forward line segment in its second component.
This is due to the fact that whenever a counter is about to undergo a total over-
flow none of its binary digits is 0. With these observations the cardinality of the
alphabet actually used in configurations of pΩ,H3pZqq decreases to 56` 3` 6 “ 65.
5.4. Alignment of supertiles in the y direction and counter synchroniza-
tion. We prove further rigidity results about supertiles and binary counters, effec-
tively characterizing the Z2-projective subdynamics seen in our construction.
The next lemma shows that diagonal segments generated during a counter over-
flow enforce the width of all counters whose most significant bits are located on the
same northwest-southeast pointing diagonal inside a xy, zy-coset to coincide.
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Lemma 5.5. Let l P Z zt0u. Whenever a valid configuration has two sites px, py, zqq,
px, py´ l, z` lqq P H3pZq both containing the ACount-symbol p1, q, the correspond-
ing z-rows xzy yyxx and xzy yy´lxx contain binary counters of equal width.
Proof. Suppose the z-row xzy yyxx contains bold-face digits with finite period 2i
(i P N) smaller than the (possibly infinite) width of the binary counters implemented
along xzy yy´lxx. Propagation of the line segments emanating from the ACount-
symbol p1, q seen at site px, py, zqq would force all counters along xzy yyxx as well
as the counter having its most significant bit at site px, py ´ l, z ` lqq to overflow
on layer xy, zy xx. Counters of width 2i would then repeat overflowing 2 ¨ 22
i
cosets
above, where cross-propagation has displaced all bold-face digits to sites
xz2
i
y zz`2¨2
2
i
¨yyyxx`2¨2
2
i
“ xz2
i
y zzyyxx`2¨2
2
i
.
Similarly, the most significant bit located at px, py ´ l, z ` lqq propagates along the
x-direction to site h :“
`
x` 2 ¨ 22
i
,
`
y´ l, z` l` 2 ¨ 22
i
py´ lq
˘˘
thus also containing
a bold-face digit. Since one of the newly overflowing binary counters of width 2i
has its most significant bit stored at position`
x` 2 ¨ 22
i
,
`
y, z ` 2 ¨ 22
i
py ´ lq
˘˘
P xz2
i
y zzyyxx`2¨2
2
i
,
the diagonal line necessarily emanating from there would extend to the most signif-
icant bit at h. However, due to its larger width the corresponding binary counter
would not yet experience a total overflow on layer xy, zy xx`2¨2
2
i
, making it impos-
sible to have a bold-face digit with a diagonal line segment there and contradicting
our initial assumption. 
In order to prove synchronization of our binary counters we show another rigidity
result about Robinson tilings seen in xy, zy-cosets of configurations in pΩ,H3pZqq:
Lemma 5.6. In each xy, zy-coset filled with symbols from the Robinson alphabet
ARob, the additional local rules about binary counters force level-i supertiles (for all
i P N) to be also fully aligned along the y-direction.
Proof. Let us start by showing that for every i P N (mis-)alignment of level-i su-
pertiles along y-rows is preserved across all ARob-filled xy, zy-cosets. This follows
directly from the propagation of crosses constraint: Due to Lemma 5.2, the exis-
tence of a single level-i supertile centered at coordinate px, py, zqq P H3pZq forces
the presence of level-i supertiles centered on all sites xz2
i`1
y zzyyxx. Suppose that
adjacent to this filled-in z-row strip of aligned supertiles there is another level-i
supertile centered at px, py ` 2i`1, z ` oqq P H3pZq, which – invoking Lemma 5.2 a
second time – guarantees the appearance of another infinite z-row strip of aligned
level-i supertiles centered on xz2
i`1
y zz`oyy`2
i`1
xx. Here o P 2i`1Z corresponds to
mutual alignment, whereas o R 2i`1Z indicates a partial offset between these two
z-row strips of supertiles. Moving up two xy, zy-cosets, propagation of crosses then
displaces the centers of those level-i supertiles from sites
xz2
i`1
y zzyyxx Y xz2
i`1
y zz`oyy`2
i`1
xx ( xy, zy xx
to sites
xz2
i`1
y zz`2yyyxx`2 Y xz2
i`1
y zz`2y`2
i`2`oyy`2
i`1
xx`2 ( xy, zy xx`2 .
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Simplifying the z-component xz2
i`1
y zz`2y`2
i`2`o “ xz2
i`1
y zz`2y`o in the second
set of coordinates establishes the preservation of the offset o across consecutive
ARob-filled xy, zy-cosets as claimed.
Next we prove that the offset o indeed has to be a multiple of 2i`1, i.e. that
arbitrary adjacent z-row strips of level-i supertiles in a fixed xy, zy-coset are in fact
aligned along the y-direction. Presume as before that there is an entire z-row strip
of aligned level-i supertiles centered along xzy yyxx. Each of those supertiles obvi-
ously constitutes one quadrant of some level-pi`1q supertile, all of which – following
from Lemma 5.2 – again have to align properly along the z-direction. Assuming
without loss of generality that this infinite family of level-pi` 1q supertiles extends
to the left having their central crosses placed at sites xz2
i`2
y zz´2
i
yy´2
i
xx, alignment
between the two families of constituent level-i supertiles centered at xz2
i`1
y zzyyxx
and xz2
i`1
y zzyy´2
i`1
xx is then forced by the ordinary Z2-Robinson rules. To show
alignment on the opposite side, suppose there exists a level-i supertile centered
at coordinate px, py ` 2i`1, z ` oqq P H3pZq, thus giving rise to an entire fam-
ily of level-i supertiles with their central crosses spaced 2i`1-periodically at sites
xz2
i`1
y zz`oyy`2
i`1
xx. Looking one xy, zy-coset above, the z-row xzy yy`2
i`1
xx`1 is
thus filled with segments of binary counters of width 2i`1 having their most signifi-
cant bit stored at xz2
i`1
y zz`y`oyy`2
i`1
xx`1. Using the result about the persistence
of the offset o across successive xy, zy-cosets obtained at the beginning, we may
assume without loss of generality that the binary counter whose most significant
bit is located at ´
x` 1,
´
y ` 2i`1, z ` y ` o´ 2i`1 ¨
Q o
2i`1
U¯¯
experiences a total overflow. The ACount-symbol seen at this location is thus a bold-
face digit 1 decorated with both line segments. The forward segment then stretches
across xzy yy`2
i`1
xx`1 making all other binary counters along its way overflow as
well, whereas the diagonal segment extends along all sites!´
x` 1,
´
y ` 2i`1 ´ l, z ` y ` o´ 2i`1 ¨
Q o
2i`1
U
` l
¯¯
: l P Z
)
( H3pZq .
Recall from Section 3 that the level-pi`1q supertiles centered at xz2
i`2
y zz´2
i
yy´2
i
xx
have their crosses placed at 
x
(
ˆ
 
y ´ 3 ¨ 2i ` 2j ` 2j`1k : 0 ď k ă 2i`1´j
(
ˆ
`
z ´ 3 ¨ 2i ` 2j ` 2j`1Z
˘
for all j P t0, 1, . . . , i` 1u. The propagation of crosses constraint then forces bold-
face binary digits at sites 
x` 1
(
ˆ
 
y ´ 3 ¨ 2i ` 2j ` 2j`1k : 0 ď k ă 2i`1´j
(
ˆ
`
z ` y ´ 3 ¨ 2i`1 ` 2j`1Z
˘
for all j P t0, 1, . . . , i` 1u. Those sites notably comprise the contiguous y-segment 
x` 1
(
ˆ
 
y ´ k : 0 ď k ă 2i`1
(
ˆ
 
z ` y ` 2i`1
(
which is hit by the diagonal line forced by the binary counter undergoing a total
overflow. The site of intersection`
x` 1,
`
y ` o´ 2i`1 ¨
Q o
2i`1
U
, z ` y ` 2i`1
˘˘
then has to be filled with another bold-face digit 1 decorated with both line seg-
ments. This implies that the corresponding binary counters along
xzy yy`o´2
i`1¨r o
2i`1
sxx`1
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are overflowing as well and according to Lemma 5.5 have to have the same width
2i`1 as the ones along xzy yy`2
i`1
xx`1. Hence y ` o´ 2i`1 ¨
P
o
2i`1
T
“ y, the unique
coordinate of a z-row having the correct period of crosses, and we conclude o P
2i`1Z. 
Remark 5.7. Together Lemmata 5.2 and 5.6 exclude any misalignment between
supertiles. The only Robinson tilings appearing in the ARob-filled xy, zy-cosets in
our H3pZq-SFT Ω thus have their level-i supertiles repeated fully periodically along
both the y- and the z-direction for each i P N. This means that whenever a site
px, py, zqq P H3pZq contains the central cross of some level-i supertile the centers of
all (other) level-i supertiles are located atď
kPZ
xy2
i`1
, z2
i`1
y zz`2k¨yyyxx`2k .
Moreover, any pattern seen in such a fully aligned Robinson tiling is already a
subpattern of some level-i supertile for sufficiently large i P N. Hence it occurs inside
every Robinson tiling and the family of tilings seen in xy, zy-cosets thus comprises
exactly the unique minimal subsystem contained inside the Z2-Robinson SFT [12].
Corollary 5.8. Given a valid configuration in pΩ,H3pZqq, all binary counters hav-
ing the same (finite) width undergo a total overflow on the same xy, zy-cosets.
Proof. Note that for i P N the binary counters of width 2i have their most signifi-
cant bit stored along the x-columns propagating the central crosses of level-pi´ 1q
supertiles. (Here we explicitly include the elements in the 2Z ˆ 2Z coset filled by
the alternating crosses constraint as (centers of) level-0 supertiles.) According to
Remark 5.7 those crosses appear exactly at
Ť
kPZxy
2i , z2
i
y zz`2k¨yyyxx`2k for some
px, py, zqq P H3pZq. Consequently the most significant bits of width 2
i counters in
a fixed but arbitrary ACount-filled coset xy, zy x
x`2k`1 (k P Z) are stored at sites
xy2
i
, z2
i
y zz`p2k`1q¨yyyxx`2k`1 forming a doubly-periodic lattice. The total overflow
of one of those binary counters – indicated by the presence of a bold-face digit 1 ac-
companied by the ASeg-tile with both line segments – triggers the total overflow
of all binary counters along its own z-row (propagation of the forward segment) as
well as along its xy´1zy-diagonal (propagation of the diagonal segment) hitting and
thus enforcing a total overflow of all binary counters along the remaining z-rows
(propagation of corresponding forward segments). This collective overflow then
repeats periodically on every 2 ¨ 22
i
th xy, zy-coset above and below. 
5.5. A strongly aperiodic shift of finite type. The following two propositions
let us conclude the existence of strongly aperiodic shifts of finite type on the discrete
Heisenberg group.
Proposition 5.9. The H3pZq-SFT Ω constructed above is non-empty.
Proof. Non-emptiness of Ω basically follows from Lemma 5.1 plus the fact that
counter-cosets can be filled in without violating any of the later rules. For an
explicit configuration ω P Ω take the particular Z2-Robinson tiling ρ P pΩRob,Z
2q
used in that lemma and as before let ω
`
px, py, zqq
˘
:“ ρpy, zq for all x P 2Z.
The crosses appearing in ρ and thus in ω still enforce the presence of bold-face
ABin-digits precisely at all sites px, py, zqq P H3pZq with
x P 2Z` 1 and py, zq P B “
 
p0, 0q
(
Y
ď
iPN
`
p2i´1 ` 2iZq ˆ 2iZ
˘
.
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Note that this set comprises the entire y-row xyy x´1 and define
ω
`
p´1, py, zqq
˘
:“
#`
1,
˘
iff py, zq P B`
1,
˘
iff py, zq R B
(the forward and diagonal lines emanating from xyy x´1 cover the entire xy, zy-coset).
Hence ω has all its binary counters – independent of their width – overflowing
simultanously on layer xy, zy x´1, thus resulting in
ω
`
p1, py, zqq
˘
“
#`
0,
˘
iff py, zq P B`
0,
˘
iff py, zq R B
(all blank tiles forced as no counters overflow). Deterministic evolution of the
finite as well as infinite binary counters on the other ACount-cosets then dictates
all remaining symbols: Given k P Z and i P N, the value of all counters of width 2i
on layer xy, zy x2k`1 is k mod 22
i
. (The value of an infinite width counter on layer
xy, zy x2k`1 is k, applying the usual convention of representing negative numbers in
base 2 by an infinite prefix of 1s.) For k ` 1 ” 0 mod 22
i
, all counters of width 2j
with j ď i overflow, triggering the occurrence of ASeg-tiles with a forward segment
at all sites p2k ` 1, py, zqq P H3pZq with py, zq P
Ť
jďi
`
p2j´1 ` 2jZq ˆ Z
˘
and a
diagonal segment at all sites with py, zq P
Ť
jďitp2
j´1`2j ¨m´l, lq : l,m P Zu, hence
resulting in the presence of ASeg-tiles with both line segments at all coordinates in
the intersection, i.e. with py, zq P
Ť
jďi
`
p2j´1 ` 2jZq ˆ 2jZ
˘
and blank tiles at all
remaining coordinates (i.e. in the complement of the union of both sets). 
Proposition 5.10. The H3pZq-SFT Ω constructed above is strongly aperiodic.
Proof. Let ω P Ω be an arbitrary configuration and let a, b, c P Z be integers for
which p :“ pa, pb, cqq P StabH3pZqpωq. The periodicity σ
ppωq “ ω then implies that
whenever ω sees a particular symbol at site h P H3pZq, the same symbol has to
appear at site h ¨ p. Select i P N sufficiently large to satisfy 2i ą maxt|a| , |b| , |c|u
and take x, y, z P Z such that ω
`
px, py, zqq
˘
P A sees the central cross of some
level-i supertile. Lemma 5.2 guarantees the existence of infinitely many aligned
level-i supertiles centered on all sites xz2
i`1
y zzyyxx thus forcing crosses on the z-
row xzy yyxx to be spaced periodically with distance 2i`1. Note that all other z-rows
xzy yy`kxx with ´2i ă k ă 2i, k ‰ 0 forming part of this family of supertiles contain
crosses at a strictly smaller period. Applying a shift by the stabilizer element p
forces crosses along xzy yyxx ¨ p “ xzy yy`bxx`a to occur with the same period, but
at sites xz2
i`1
y zz`c`bxyy`bxx`a. Now propagation of crosses along the x-direction
allows us to deduce what happens along z-row xzy yy`bxx: there are crosses exactly
at sites
xz2
i`1
y zz`c`bx´apy`bqyy`bxx .
Due to the bound |b| ă 2i this z-row is still included in the strip occupied by the
infinite family of aligned level-i supertiles forced by the central cross at px, py, zqq,
all of whose z-rows except xzy yyxx contain crosses at smaller periods. Hence we
conclude b “ 0, which locates both z-rows xzy yyxx and xzy yyxx ¨ p within the same
xx, zy-coset. Consequently the value of the synchronized binary counters of width
2i`1 seen along xzy yyxx`1 would have to coincide with the value seen in the width
2i`1 binary counters along xzy yyxx`1 ¨p “ xzy yyxx`a`1. Since |a| ă 2i ! 22
i`1
(the
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counter’s period) this only happens for a “ 0, which leaves us with the occurrence
of shifted crosses at sites
xz2
i`1
y zzyyxx ¨ p “ xz2
i`1
y zz`cyyxx .
Comparing those to the position of the unshifted crosses at xz2
i`1
y zzyyxx, the
bound |c| ă 2i implies c “ 0 as the only option. Hence StabH3pZqpωq “
 
p0, p0, 0qq
(
is trivial and since ω was arbitrary pΩ,H3pZqq is indeed strongly aperiodic. 
6. Overflow coordination – making our H3pZq-SFT almost minimal
Since we explicitly control both alphabet and local rules of our strongly aperiodic
H3pZq-SFT, we might wonder, whether our construction already forces minimality
of Ω. Unfortunately this is not the case for two distinct reasons, one of which is
not too hard to circumvent.
The rather obvious obstacle preventing minimality is that thus far we do not
control the offsets between xy, zy-cosets on which binary counters of different width
experience a total overflow. For example our SFT Ω contains two configurations
ω, ω1 P Ω, both having counter symbols on all sites in xx2, y, zy x, but such that in
ω counters of all widths overflow simultaneously on the coset xy, zy x´1 – this is the
case for the particular configuration constructed in Proposition 5.9 – whereas in
ω1 only counters of width at least 22 “ 4 overflow on xy, zy x´1, while all counters
of width 21 “ 2 periodically overflow on the cosets xy, zy x1`8Z. It is not hard to
see that the (disjoint) H3pZq-orbits of configurations ω and ω
1 are separated by
a positive distance3. Hence neither of them is dense in our present construction,
contradicting minimality of Ω.
In order to fix this issue of distinct-width overflow non-coordination we slightly
enlarge our alphabet ACount and specify a couple of additional local rules forcing
overflows on larger width counters to induce simultaneous overflows on counters of
all smaller widths. To do so, let us introduce a single new square tile , replacing
some of the occurrences of , while keeping the tile unchanged in other places.
Hence from here on we considerrASeg :“  , , , , ( ,
forming rACount :“ ABinˆ rASeg just as before. A first supplementary constraint
nevertheless forces the new overflow-coordination tile to be admissible as second
component in a symbol of rACount only if the ABin-digit in its first component is
a bold-face 1. Thus effectively adding only one symbol to ACount, the total of
occurring symbols (a proper subset of rACount) increases from 9 to 10 fixing the
cardinality of the alphabet actually used in our modified H3pZq-SFT at 66.
Next construct rΩ ( `ARob\ rACount˘H3pZq by literally applying all constraints
imposed on our previously defined H3pZq-SFT Ω (
`
ARob \ACount
˘H3pZq
, except
for adding the possibility of having a symbol
`
1,
˘
whenever we had a symbol`
1,
˘
before. This increased flexibility, apparently veering us even further away
from a minimal system, is then reduced by invoking the following pair of local rules.
For every ω P rΩ and every site h P H3pZq with ωphq P rACount we enforce:
3Patterns of support
 
px, py, zqq : x P t0, 1u ^ y, z P t0, 1, . . . , 7u
(
( H3pZq occuring somewhere
in ω are disjoint from patterns of the same support appearing in ω1.
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(OC1) If either ωphq1 “ 0 or ωphq1 “ ωpx
2hq1 “ 1, i.e. there is no overflow on
the corresponding binary counter’s digit, having ωpyhq “
`
1,
˘
forces
ωpy´1hq “
`
1,
˘
and symmetrically having ωpy´1hq “
`
1,
˘
forces
ωpyhq “
`
1,
˘
.
(OC2) If either ωphq1 “ 1 and ωpx
2hq1 “ 0, i.e. there is an overflow on the corre-
sponding binary counter’s digit, or ωphq “
`
1,
˘
, i.e. the entire counter
overflows, the presence of a bold-face binary digit in the rACount-symbol at
site yh forces ωpyhq “
`
1,
˘
, while the presence of a bold-face binary
digit in the rACount-symbol at y´1h forces ωpy´1hq “ `1, ˘.
The global effect of those local constraints is that each overflow occurring on
certain digits of a binary counter with a larger width triggers a total overflow
of each smaller width counter whose most significant bit is aligned along the y-
direction with one of those overflowing digits. The horizontal line segment seen
in the newly introduced square tile visually propagates the necessary informa-
tion about such an event uninterruptedly across larger distances in the y-direction.
Figure 8 illustrates this counter overflow coordination in two distinct xy, zy-coset
patterns occurring in configurations in rΩ.
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32
counter
steps
ùñ
Figure 8. Partial overflows – shown as lightgray shading – trigger
the new overflow-coordination tile . (For better visibility rASeg-
symbols are only drawn on most significant bits.) The pattern on
the right appears 2 ¨32 “ 64 xy, zy-cosets above the one on the left.
The first consequence of the new rules is the following lemma.
Lemma 6.1. In a valid configuration in
`rΩ,H3pZq˘ no y-row can contain bothrASeg-tiles and .
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Proof. Since both tiles and are always paired with a bold-face ABin-digit
1, the resulting rACount-symbols only appear on xy, zy-cosets where at least some
binary counters – those of width 2 – experience a total overflow. Due to the complete
alignment of Robinson supertiles (see Remark 5.7) the bold-face binary digits seen
in an arbitrary rACount-filled y-row xyy h (h P H3pZq) group together in contiguous
y-segments of length 2i ´ 1 for some fixed i P N Y t8u. Those y-segments are
inevitably separated by a width 1 gap containing a non bold-face digit. (Here
the infinite length case allows for either two half-row segments separated by a
width 1 gap or for an entire y-row filled with bold-face digits.) The second part of
Rule (OC2) excludes the coexistence of symbols
`
1,
˘
and
`
1,
˘
within a single
such y-segment, whereas Rule (OC1) forbids adjacent segments to change type. 
Lemma 6.2. Valid configurations in
`rΩ,H3pZq˘ obey overflow coordination: for
every i P N, a total overflow of width 2i counters on some xy, zy-coset forces all
width 2j counters with j ă i to also undergo a total overflow on this particular
coset. Moreover, the occurrence of a (partial, respectively, total) overflow of the
unique infinite width counter not having a least significant bit forces a simultaneous
total overflow of all finite width counters as well as a total overflow of the possibly
existing second infinite width counter4 on the same xy, zy-coset.
Proof. Choose h P H3pZq such that xx, zy h is filled with width 2
i counters with their
most significant bits stored in the x-columns of xx, z2
i
y h and which periodically
experience total overflows on all z-rows in xx2
2
i`1
, zy h. The alignment of Robinson
supertiles – given by Lemma 5.2 and Lemma 5.6 – forces all sites in the contiguous
y-segment S “
 
ykz2
i´1
h : k P t1, 2, . . . , 2i´1 ´ 1u
(
to contain most significant bits
of binary counters of smaller width. Thus those positions are filled with rACount-
symbols having a bold-face digit as their first component. The overflowing counter
of width 2i sees a binary digit 1 at z2
i´1
h and a binary digit 0 at x2z2
i´1
h. According
to Rule (OC2) this then triggers rACount-symbols at all sites in S to be `1, ˘ which
in turn forces all binary counters running in xx, zy-cosets xx, zy ykh with 1 ď k ď
2i´1´ 1 to experience a simultaneous total overflow on z-row xzy ykh. Note that at
least one of those cosets is filled with a width 2j counter for every j P t1, 2, . . . , i´1u,
finishing the proof for the first part.
For the second statement, let h P H3pZq such that xx, zy h is the (unique) excep-
tional coset and suppose that the infinite width counter not having a least significant
bit sees an overflowing digit at site h. This immediately implies that the digits at all
positions in tzlh : l P Nu overflow as well, which in turn forces the spread of sym-
bols
`
1,
˘
across arbitrarily long y-segments Si “
 
ykzzih : k P t1, 2, . . . , 2i´1u
(
(i, zi P N with zi ď 2
i) causing the simultaneous total overflow of all finite width
counters on layer xy, zy h. Recall from Lemma 5.4 that this situation occurs at most
once in the infinite width counter’s entire evolution.
Now consider the possibly existing second infinite width counter whose least
significant bit on z-row xzy h we assume to be stored at position z´zh for some z P N.
Suppose this counter does not experience a total overflow on z-row xzy h. Hence
there certainly exists i P N such that site z´z´2
i`1h does not contain an overflowing
digit. However, according to Lemma 5.4, an overflow on this digit then has to occur
4As discussed in Remark 5.3, an infinite width counter having a least significant bit might run
in the left half of the unique exceptional xx, zy-coset.
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in the next 22
i
´1 counter steps, i.e. on some z-row xzy x2lh with 1 ď l ď 22
i
´1. By
Rule (OC2) this overflow necessarily triggers overflow-coordination symbols
`
1,
˘
along an entire y-segment extending across neighboring xx, zy-cosets xx, zy ykh with
1 ď k ď 2i ´ 1. In particular this would cause a total overflow of width 2i counters
on layer xy, zy x2lh. By the previous argument we know those counters also undergo
a total overflow on layer xy, zy h. This conflicts with their values repeating exactly
with periodicity 22
i
, concluding our argument. 
The results we have established allow us to now show that rΩ is an almost in-
vertible SFT-extension of a sofic subshift inside Ω.
Proposition 6.3. There exists a 1-block code from rΩ into Ω which is at most 2-
to-1 and whose range consists of exactly those configurations in Ω which respect the
overflow coordination condition described in Lemma 6.2.
Proof. Define a 1-block code φ : rΩ Ñ Ω induced by a local map Φ acting as the
identity on all symbols from ARob as well as ACount while sending the new symbol`
1,
˘
back to its original version
`
1,
˘
. By definition of rΩ, the replacements
induced by φ respect all local rules of Ω. Since φ does not affect counter values,
configurations in rΩ (whose counters are overflow coordinated by Lemma 6.2) then
necessarily map to configurations in Ω obeying the same overflow coordination con-
straint. To show that the range of φ indeed coincides with this particular subshift
we construct possible preimages.
Let ω P Ω be a configuration whose binary counters are overflow coordinated.
Note that by definition Φ´1pωphqq is uniquely determined for all sites h P H3pZq
except for those containing a symbol
`
1,
˘
. Consider an inclusion-maximal (finite
or infinite) y-segment S Ď xyy h (h P H3pZq) filled with ACount-symbols whose first
components are bold-face digits. If any of the sites in S sees a symbol different from`
1,
˘
no site in the preimage of ω|S is allowed to contain the symbol
`
1,
˘
by
Rule (OC2). Therefore the entire preimage Φ´1pω|Sq is again uniquely determined
by definition of the local map Φ. Next we assume ωpsq “
`
1,
˘
for all s P S. If
S “ tykh : a ă k ă bu with a ă b P Z is a finite y-segment of length b´ a´ 1, then
one of its two neighboring xx, zy-cosets, xx, zy yah, respectively xx, zy ybh, contains
binary counters of width 2pb´ aq. Overflow coordination forces the value of those
counters seen on z-row xzy yah, respectively xzy ybh, to equal 2pb´aq ´ 1 modulo
22pb´aq. Hence their pb´ aqth binary digit, one of which is just located at site yah,
respectively ybh, undergoes an overflow. Rule (OC2) then forces the preimage of
ω|S to be entirely filled with symbols
`
1,
˘
. If S is an infinite y-segment, the
assumption ωpsq “
`
1,
˘
for all sites s P S implies that all finite width counters
experience a total overflow on layer xy, zy h. Since this event can occur at most once
across the entire configuration ω and since each xy, zy-coset can at most contain one
y-row containing an infinite y-segment S, Lemma 6.1 establishes an upper bound
of 2 for the number of possible preimages of ω. The two choices of filling the entire
segment S with
`
1,
˘
or
`
1,
˘
in fact appear in exactly two situations; namely
whenever S “ xyy h is an entire y-row or if S is a half-row such that the binary
digit of the infinite width counter seen at the (unique) site adjacent to S along the
y-direction does not overflow. In all other cases the φ-preimage is unique showing
that φ is invertible on a dense subset of image configurations. 
Finally we prove that rΩ is almost conjugate to a minimal system.
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Proposition 6.4. rΩ factors onto a strongly aperiodic, minimal (sofic) H3pZq-shift.
Proof. Define a 1-block code φ : rΩ Ñ `tA,Cu \ ABin˘H3pZq induced by a local
map Φ sending cross tiles to the letter C, arm tiles to the letter A, and projecting
all rACount “ ABinˆ rASeg symbols onto their first component. As an immediate
consequence of the propagation of crosses constraint along each x-column, letters
C always alternate with bold-face ABin-digits, whereas letters A always alternate
with non bold-face ABin-digits. Hence in φprΩq the knowledge of all symbols on a
single ABin-coset is sufficient to recover all symbols on each xy, zy-coset filled by the
two new letters A and C. Applying the same proof as for Proposition 5.10 lets us
conclude that φprΩq is still strongly aperiodic.
To prove minimality of the image system, let ω P φprΩq be an arbitrary con-
figuration and consider its restriction p :“ ω|F to an arbitrary but finite support
F “ suppppq ( H3pZq. Without loss of generality, assume ω|xy,zy to be filled with
ABin-symbols and choose k P N such that F Ď
Ť2k
l“0Qkx
l, where
Qk :“
 
p0, py, zqq : |y| ă 2k ^ |z| ă 2k
(
( H3pZq .
We now have to distinguish two cases.
First suppose the base square Qk intersects only z-rows containing binary coun-
ters of finite width. Hence in all z-rows xzy yy with |y| ă 2k, bold-face digits appear
with periodicity some (bounded) power of 2. Therefore the pattern ω|Qk extends
to a complete counter array, i.e. there is a rectangular patch
Ri :“
 
p0, py, zqq : |y| ă 2i´1 ^ |z| ď 2i´1
(
( xy, zy
of shape p2i ´ 1q ˆ p2i ` 1q for some i ą k and an element h P xy, zy such that
Qk Ď Rih and ωpshq P t0,1u for all
s P
 
p0, py, zqq : |y| ă 2i´1 ^ |z| “ 2i´1
(
( Ri ,
while ωpshq P t0, 1u for all s P
 
p0, p0, zqq : |z| ă 2i´1
(
( Ri. Overflow coordination
then implies that the pattern ω|Rih is completely characterized by the value of its
largest binary counter, namely a natural number between 0 and 22
i
´1, stored in the
z-segment
 
p0, p0, zq : ´2i´1 ď z ă 2i´1
(
h ( Rih. Due to the complete alignment
of supertiles forcing Robinson tilings used in configurations of rΩ to come from
a minimal subsystem (see Remark 5.7), the tA,Cu-pattern ω|xRih has to appear
in every tA,Cu-layer of every configuration in φprΩq. Taking such an occurrence
ω1|pxRihqg “ ω|xRih (g P H3pZq) in an arbitrary configuration ω
1 P φprΩq the pattern
ω1|pRihqg is necessarily another complete counter array of shape p2
i ´ 1q ˆ p2i ` 1q
uniquely determined by some value between 0 and 22
i
´ 1. Moving up through the
stack of ABin-patterns
`
ω1|pRihgqx2l
˘22i´1
l“0
this (increasing) value eventually has to
match the value given by ω|Rih. Hence we are sure to find a copy of ω|Rih inside
ω1. Deterministic evolution of finite width counters then assures to see the entire
pattern p “ ω|F inside ω
1.
In the remaining case the base square Qk intersects a z-row, say xzy g for some
g P Qk, contained in the unique exceptional xx, zy-coset of ω. Since xzy g sees at
most one bold-face ABin-digit we cannot extend the support of the pattern ω|Qk to
obtain a complete counter array. Instead we use that Qkzxzy g can be covered by a
rectangular patch Ri`1h of shape p2
i`1´1qˆp2i`1`1q for some i ą k and h P xzy g,
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such that each restriction ω|
Riz˘2
i´1
y˘2
i´1
h
to one of Ri`1h’s four corner rectangles
of shape p2i ´ 1q ˆ p2i ` 1q is a complete counter array, while neither of the two
symbols ωpz˘2
i
hq P ABin is a bold-face digit. Since xzy h is part of the exceptional
xx, zy-coset of ω, z-row xzy y2
j
h is filled with binary counters of finite width 2j`1 for
each j P N0. Choosing j ą i there exists a site h
1 P ty2
j
h, z2
j
y2
j
hu for which ω|Ri`1h1
sees bold-face digits in the same locations as ω|Ri`1h. Moreover staying within the
same xy, zy-coset guarantees ω|pRi`1zxzyqh1 “ ω|pRi`1zxzyqh (four coinciding complete
counter arrays). Recall that we assumed the support F of our initial pattern p
to be contained within the stack
Ť2k
l“0Qkx
l. Hence the choices of j ą i ą k and
h1 ensure a counter suffix (i.e. segment of least significant digits) of no less than
2i of the 2j`1 binary digits to lie outside of pRi`1 X xzyqh
1. This yields enough
room to accommodate whatever behaviour – either staying constant or showing a
single increase instantly triggering a total overflow of all finite width counters as
described by Lemmas 5.4 and 6.2 – the non-deterministic infinite width counter
running in ω|xx,zyh might show inside
Ť2k
l“0Qkx
l. Climbing up through xy, zy-layers
by multiples of 2 ¨22
i
keeps all values of counters with widths at most 2i unchanged,
so that ω|pRi`1zxzyqh1xn “ ω|pRi`1zxzyqh1 for all n P 2
2i`1Z. Each such successive jump
however increases the value of the width 2j`1 counters stored in z-rows xzy hxn
by 22
i
modulo 22
j`1
, thus producing in one periodic cycle all binary values on
the counters’ 2j`1 ´ 2i most significant bits. Choosing the correct value of n we
therefore reencounter a shifted version of the base pattern ω|Ri`1h1xn “ ω|Ri`1h. As
this new copy is located entirely in the complement of ω’s exceptional xx, zy-coset,
we are back in case 1, concluding our minimality argument just as before. 
Remark 6.5. We point out that the factor map φ : rΩ ։ φprΩq constructed in
Proposition 6.4 is again almost invertible, producing unique preimages φ´1pωq on
the dense subset of configurations ω P φprΩq not containing an exceptional coset.
Here we finally touch upon the second, maybe less obvious reason for the non-
minimality of Ω and thus also rΩ. In fact, given any configuration ω P φprΩq, the
propagation of crosses constraint in itself is only strong enough to uniquely re-
construct all Robinson tiles located inside some finite-level supertile. (Similarly
counter values determine the eliminated rASeg-tiles.) Nevertheless there is some
ambiguity in recovering Robinson symbols, namely arm tiles pointing in the y-
direction, seen outside the union of all finite-level supertiles. To obtain minimality
those would have to be restricted further, mimicking the implicit (non-local) rules
forced on their behaviour inside finite-level supertiles by the propagation of crosses
constraint. Consequently it seems rather difficult to transform rΩ itself into a min-
imal H3pZq-SFT by adding more symbol decorations and further local rules.
Hence the existence of an explicit construction of a strongly aperiodic, minimal
H3pZq-SFT remains an open problem. It seems worth pointing out that none of
the commonly used strongly aperiodic Z2-SFTs (Robinson, Kari-Culik etc.) are
minimal and that despite the known existence of such subshifts it is rather difficult
to track down literature with an explicit construction, even for Z2.
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